
 

Hello Paul,

Like many, I've been intrigued by all the recent discussions about Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and began 'playing around' with ChatGPT. On my journey
down that rabbit hole, I wrote the prompt, "How do I make a caregiving plan for
my dad?" Within seconds 11 bullet points appeared. They were well-structured
and comprehensive in scope, but missing something.

I wasn't sure what was missing at first, but I knew the list wasn't something I
would be comfortable giving to a family asking me the same question. I went to
my files and pulled out an article clipped from the NYT on how to make ahow to make a
caregiving plancaregiving plan hoping the comparison might offer some light.

The difference was subtle but revelatory. the third paragraph of the Times
article begins with a quote from a caregiver, "We had plenty of time early on to
talk about what he wanted." The list in Times springs from that. What does the
recipient of care want? Start with goals not problems.

Why was The Times article different? It relied on experts and caregivers
contributing in a natural exchange of ideas on what they had learned taking
care of people or speaking to those who had. The AI article, on the other hand,
was a collection of boxes to check - it was task-centered not person-centered.

Down another rabbit hole, I went. "What is the opposite of Artificial
Intelligence?"

https://www.nytimes.com/2023/01/19/well/family/caregiver-plan-aging-illness.html?unlocked_article_code=8ZR26yLDFEJ8r-kvYvIhcwB9xzSwNFYj3sAA0QAolxDwABVjrThTYnTUeUcseB-XcVto-LFbzifSiWicv1RpJtkdpW-_iuE988drWqZHOh0B3NPfECEdv0ChfmJNEJgyLVrHqT2p0Fao8-yyv-6HIyzh3eyrYU_X0nUG1LgXA2udIEYsCcNeEXtKy9G-RKLDl_8R91pWWbzLw0kMGV2hVa9a4m0Fe4WISerl-PF-MiWcSMlr525_u8Q6XSsCLN83qJIBbZDPn7h6NODIZ1y1HDr0c5dvqEmp2nx-s_kZr4NYF7Q6THIubDbXEUnye5iMlihio-7kg3d9pqk7CQXCk4vH7Oh_nwBwlY8&smid=url-share


When caring for another person we do a better job when we "learn from
experiences (our own and those of others) and adapt to new situations".

Susan likes to tell families we work with, "Your mom deserves better than a
Google search. She's right, naturally.

 
Tips for Starting theTips for Starting the
ConversationConversation

“Can We Talk?”

Your parents cared for you when you were young,

championed you as you grew up, left home, and started a life

of your own, and now it’s dawning on you that now they may

need support from you. This is a difficult realization that can

leave you feeling worried, sad, and perhaps scared.

Chances are, it’s as difficult - and scary - for them as it is for

you. Knowing how to open the conversation about their care

and keep it going can be a challenge, but if you prepare,

keep the lines of communication open, and always act from a

place of love and compassion, you will be fine. 

The fact is, it’s best to have these conversations now, while

your parents are still in a good place and any possible

danger signs are still on the horizon. You’ll be glad you were

proactive. Even though they may resist at first, they will be

glad too.

READ MORE

 

 

Cooking for one or two?Cooking for one or two?

https://www.oasissenioradvisors.com/fairfield-westchester/blog/tips-for-starting-the-conversation/


Here's an idea from Susan's "The Here's an idea from Susan's "The Downsized Gourmet"Downsized Gourmet"

CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO CLICK HERE TO WATCH THE VIDEO 

 
Helping the gol den
generatio n stay HIP:

Easy hip exercises you can do with
your family

Unlock the secret to maintaining a vibrant and healthy

lifestyle for the golden generation with our simple yet

effective hip exercises. Designed to be enjoyed alongside

your family, these routines are both fun and accessible,

ensuring that everyone can participate and reap the benefits

of staying active together. Strengthen bonds, improve

mobility, and embrace a journey of wellness that will keep

you hip for years to come.

 

 

  
 

Oasis Senior Advisors is committed to
helping your senior clients navigate
local senior living options. We are

https://youtu.be/HRyneoDPN5E


a FREE service for seniors and
families.

Respectfully yours,
Susan & Paul Doyle, CSA®Susan & Paul Doyle, CSA®
(914) 356-1901(914) 356-1901
thedoyles@youroasisadvisor.comthedoyles@youroasisadvisor.com

Visit Our Website
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